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Be it hereby proposed that the following be enacted:

VI. That the 200s Section of the Student Association Bylaws be amended to read:

212 – COMMITTEE ON APPROPRIATIONS

212.1 – Purpose and Responsibilities

212.1.1 – To consider all student group budgetary requests during the Student Association fiscal year.

212.1.1.1 – The supplemental budget line shall be reserved for recognized student groups seeking additional funding during the academic year.

212.1.2 – The new and unfunded budget line shall be reserved for new and temporarily recognized student groups seeking up to $250 in funding per semester during the academic year.

212.1.3 - The Appropriations Committee is not to approve full budget requests at any point in the school year, as they are not to act as a subdivision or sub-sector of the Board of Finance.

212.1.3.1 - The Appropriations Committee is allowed to approve any required fees and maintenance if a “penny group” should present them.

212.1.3.2 - The Appropriations Committee is allowed to deny “penny groups” requests for full budgets on the basis of not acting as a division of Board of Finance. They are to advise the student group requesting supplemental funding from the Appropriation lines to come back on an event-by-event basis.
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I, Brandon D. Holdridge, attest this is a true and valid record of action taken by the Student Association Senate on the date provided.

Sen. Brandon D. Holdridge, Chair
212.1.1.3 – The sponsorship budget line shall be reserved for student groups, fraternities, and sororities that are not funded by the Student Association but are recognized as legitimate by another on-campus entity.

VII. That this bill go into effect immediately upon passage, in accordance with the Student Association Constitution.

[Signature]
Langie Cadesca,
President
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[Signature]
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